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ABSTRACT  9	
Fundamental misconceptions regarding some basic phylogenetic terminology are 10	
presented in this opinion piece. An attempt is made to point out why these 11	
misconceptions exist and what may be causing the misapplication of terminology. 12	
Clarification is providing via basic definitions and simple explanations. Differences 13	
between the scientific fields of genetics and population genetics are discussed. The 14	
appropriate use of terminology is advocated and alternative terms are proposed to 15	
eliminate one potential source of confusion. It is suggested we use ‘sequence data’ 16	
instead of molecular data and ‘non-sequence data’ instead of morphological data in 17	
the field of phylogenetics and systematics.  18	
 19	
 20	
 21	
 22	
  23	
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INTRODUCTION 24	
As a plant systematist, actively involved in research and teaching, I interact with a 25	
wide range of students and professionals in the area of plant sciences. I have 26	
frequently encountered fundamental misconceptions regarding the meaning of the 27	
terms cladistics, phylogenetics, taxonomy and systematics. Subsequent consequences 28	
of misconceptions include a lack of understanding for the research methods involved 29	
and the interpretation and implications of the results. These misconceptions are not 30	
only prevalent in the undergraduate and postgraduate community, but also 31	
surprisingly encountered in conversations with academics and researchers. This 32	
opinion piece is an attempt to point out some of the misconceptions whilst offering an 33	
explanation as to why they exist and how we can avoid misapplication of these terms.  34	
 35	
COMMON MISCONCEPTIONS  36	
CLADISTICS AND PHYLOGENETICS 37	
The terms cladistics and phylogenetics are often considered (incorrectly) to differ in 38	
the type of data used: morphological data (cladistics) and genetic data 39	
(phylogenetics). This leads some people to think that cladistics is old fashioned while 40	
phylogenetics is a more modern technique. Students often express the view that 41	
phylogenetics is a better approach than cladistics as problems of assessing homology 42	
can be avoided. On the other hand, more seasoned researchers have sometimes 43	
suggested that cladistics requires a thorough understanding of the biology, especially 44	
morphology, of the research organism, while phylogenetics is the quick and easy lab 45	
approach that can be conducted without much knowledge of the biology of the 46	
organism of interest. 47	
 48	
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TAXONOMY AND SYSTEMATICS 49	
The overall use of these two terms is less frequently encountered, possibly as a 50	
consequence of less time being devoted to these topics in undergraduate teaching or 51	
actively pursued in research programs. Undergraduate and postgraduate students often 52	
acknowledge having heard these terms, but if probed further, the lack of clarity 53	
becomes apparent. When asked what the similarities or differences are, the hesitant 54	
but most popular answer provided is that taxonomy utilises morphological data and/or 55	
is old-fashioned while systematics relies on genetic data and/or is a modern method. 56	
 57	
MORPHOLOGICAL AND MOLECULAR DATA 58	
The type of data used in phylogenetic research is frequently misunderstood. The most 59	
frequently encountered misconception is that morphological data is restricted to the 60	
morphology of the organism while molecular data involves genes. And as mentioned 61	
above, there is also the accompanying perception that cladistics and taxonomy utilise 62	
morphological data while phylogenetics uses only molecular data.  63	
 64	
CLARIFICATION 65	
Many of the misconceptions outlined above probably stem from a lack of formal 66	
introduction to the specific subject. Without going into the details of the development 67	
of the field of phylogenetics and the history of key researchers who have influenced 68	
this science, some of these misconceptions can be easily cleared up by simply paying 69	
attention to etymology and definitions. I have relied on a number of resources (cited 70	
only once and collectively) to present the information in a greatly simplified form 71	
(Felsenstein, 2004; Hillis et al., 1999; Hillis & Wiens, 2000; Kitching et al., 1998; 72	
Wiens, 2000; Wikipedia). Definitions are summarised in Table 1 to serve as a quick 73	
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reference guide for future use by readers. In a few cases more than one definition has 74	
been provided to facilitate a more complete or formal understanding of the 75	
terminology. 76	
 77	
CLADISTICS AND PHYLOGENETICS 78	
The origin of the word clade comes from the Greek word klados (meaning a shoot or 79	
branch). The term clade refers to “a group or subset” and can be applied to any 80	
collection of objects, be they animate or inanimate. The term cladistics simply refers 81	
to the methods, including criteria, used to determine clades. Clades can be represented 82	
diagrammatically, such as in the form of a branching tree. The diagram of 83	
relationships is called a cladogram. In evolutionary biology, the criterion applied for 84	
grouping organisms together is the presence of shared evolutionary history or descent 85	
from a common ancestor.  86	
 87	
The term phylogenetics is derived from the Greek terms phylon (meaning tribe or 88	
clan) and genetikós, the adjective of the word genesis (meaning origin or birth). 89	
Phylogeny therefore refers to the relationships among groups. The term phylogenetics 90	
refers to the methods used to reconstruct a phylogeny. The diagram of relationships is 91	
called a phylogenetic tree. In biology, a phylogeny is the evolutionary history of a 92	
group. As this is something that happened in the past, it is unlikely we will ever know 93	
the true phylogeny of the group we are interested in, therefore the best we can do is to 94	
infer the phylogeny. As with cladistics, the criterion applied for grouping organisms 95	
together is the presence of a shared evolutionary history i.e.,  descent from a common 96	
ancestor. The hypothesis of the evolutionary relationships of a group can be 97	
represented diagrammatically, in the form of a branching tree.  98	
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 99	
It is worth noting that this explanation of the words cladistics and phylogenetics does 100	
not require any information on the type of data or analytical method. In biology, the 101	
two terms are therefore synonyms and can be used interchangeably as long as the 102	
basis for grouping organisms assumes a shared evolutionary history.  103	
 104	
TAXONOMY AND SYSTEMATICS 105	
The term taxonomy encompasses the field of science that deals with the description, 106	
identification, nomenclature and classification of organisms. There are no firm rules 107	
about how to classify or group organisms. Historically, much of the classification has 108	
relied on the opinion of experts (intuitive taxonomy) or overall similarity (phenetics). 109	
Systematics is the field of science that deals with the description, identification, 110	
nomenclature and classification of organisms in an evolutionary context. In other 111	
words, it incorporates all aspects of taxonomy, but uses the shared evolutionary 112	
history of organisms as the criterion for classification. 113	
 114	
As with the distinction between cladistics and phylogenetics, the difference between 115	
taxonomy and systematics does not depend on the type of data used but on the 116	
philosophical question of how to group organisms so as to provide as reliable 117	
classification.  118	
 119	
MORPHOLOGICAL AND MOLECULAR DATA 120	
The cause for this last misconception is probably more the fault of the practitioners 121	
involved rather than the observers. In practice, the term ‘morphological data’ 122	
encompasses a wide range of information, including data obtained by studying the 123	
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morphology of organisms but also anatomical, chemical, behavioural, ecological and 124	
other forms of data. On the other hand, the term ‘molecular data’ consists of DNA 125	
sequences, which may or may not code for actual genes.  For those seeking a detailed 126	
explanation of the use of molecular or morphological data and the inherent problems 127	
and underlying assumptions of either type of data, the book “Phylogenetic Analysis of 128	
Morphological Data” (Wiens, 2000) is recommended. The title itself should be a 129	
cause for concern if the reader still believes that phylogenetics only applies to the use 130	
of genetic data! 131	
 132	
A common theme regarding the misconceptions presented here seems to lie with the 133	
misunderstanding that the terms taxonomy, systematics, cladistics and phylogenetics 134	
depend on the type of data used by evolutionary biologists. An additional source of 135	
confusion could be the fact that the term genetics shares part of the same root as that 136	
for phylogenetics, i.e. the part to do with genesis (= origin or birth). In biological 137	
sciences, genetics is the field that deals with the transmission and variation of 138	
inherited characters (i.e., chromosomes and DNA). It does not seek to reconstruct 139	
evolutionary relationships. A third potential source of confusion is the incorrect 140	
application of the term genetics to the field called population genetics and the related 141	
field of population biology. Population genetics is the study, at the population level, 142	
of allele frequencies and change under the influence of evolutionary processes such as 143	
natural selection, genetic drift etc. Population biology (often used interchangeably 144	
with population ecology) is a study of populations of organisms, especially the 145	
regulation of population size and various life history traits. Population genetics is 146	
much more closely allied with phylogenetics and systematics. The difference between 147	
population genetics and phylogenetics lies in the scale at which research questions are 148	
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directed. Population genetics, as the name implies, is directed at the level of 149	
populations, where as phylogenetics (=cladistics) involves research at the species or 150	
higher taxonomic levels.  151	
 152	
POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS 153	
It is hoped that this overview, whilst based solely on anecdotal evidence of 154	
misconceptions, will highlight the need to be mindful of the proper use of 155	
terminology. If, as scientists, we do not use or apply terminology accurately, then our 156	
ability as communicators of science, especially to the broader public, is greatly 157	
damaged. We could be propagating misconceptions by simply truncating terminology. 158	
In using the term genetics, when we mean population genetics, we are conveying 159	
incorrect information, not only about the type of data but the entire field of research. 160	
 161	
 If the terminology we are using is creating confusion, then we should provide 162	
clarification. But it also worth considering whether the problem lies with the words 163	
we use, which might have a historical basis but have now outgrown their original 164	
usage. If the terms themselves are the cause of the problem, then it is up to the main 165	
users of that terminology to provide the solution.  In the early days of phylogenetics, 166	
the only available source of data was morphology, but this is no longer the case. As a 167	
user of the terms that are the source of some confusion, I therefore propose the use of 168	
alternative words for the terms molecular and morphological data. I suggest we use 169	
‘sequence data’ instead of molecular data and ‘non-sequence data’ instead of 170	
morphological data in the field of phylogenetics and systematics.  171	
 172	
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In conclusion, by paying attention to the definitions, using formal and precise 173	
terminology and being aware of etymology of words, it becomes quite apparent that 174	
there is no genetics in phylogenetics. 175	
 176	
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Table 1. Definitions of terms presented in the text. 200	
Term Definition 
Clade A group or subset 
Cladistics 1. Methods used to determine clades 
2. Methods of classification that groups taxa 
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hierarchically into discrete sets and subsets 
Cladogram A diagram of relationships 
Genetics The field of science that deals with the transmission and 
variation of inherited characters (i.e., chromosomes and 
DNA). 
Phylogeny 
 
The historical relationships among lineages of organisms or 
their parts (e.g., genes) 
Phylogeny The evolutionary history of a group 
Phylogenetics Methods used to reconstruct the phylogeny 
Phylogenetic tree A diagram of relationships 
Population biology The study of populations of organisms, especially the 
regulation of population size and various life history traits 
Population genetics The study, at the population level, of allele frequencies and 
change under the influence of evolutionary processes such as 
natural selection, genetic drift etc.  
Systematics 1. Taxonomy conducted in a phylogenetic framework 
2. The field of science encompassing description, 
identification, nomenclature and classification using 
shared evolutionary history (phylogeny) as the basis 
for the classification proposed 
Taxonomy 
 
The field of science encompassing description, identification, 
nomenclature and classification 
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